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Ancient Explorers Synopsis 
from Ancient Explorers by Omar Mora 

 
Mark and Luis are best friends that grew up together listening to Grandpa’s stories about 
his adventures and big hidden treasures. Stories that they forgot as they grew up and 
responsibilities took over. In their adulthood, Mark and Luis put together an antique store 
with items that Grandpa collects over the years. After few years the business when 
bankruptcy. The night that they finished packing the items from the store they went to a 
local bar to drink their frustration. It was in the bar that Mark and Luis met two beautiful 
ladies, Sandy and Jennifer. As they guys were trying to flirt with the ladies, Jennifer and 
Sandy got interested in Mark’s compass; a compass that his Grandpa gave him before 
passed away when Mark was a kid. As the ladies revised the compass and the ancient 
symbols in it, they decided to see more of what Luis and Mark have in the store. They were 
very intrigue on what the compass symbols revealed. As the four of them look into the 
items of the store, Mark revealed that he still possess a treasure map that he and Luis 
discovered with Grandpa when they were kids; a treasure map that have the same ancient 
symbols as the compass have. Jennifer and Sandy explained to them that they believe that 
the map and the compass are real and it is from the fourteenth centuries. They also 
revealed to them that they are archaeologists, which they know what they are talking 
about. As they keep studying the map, the map revealed something imaginable; it revealed 
Paititi, The Lost City of Peru. A city that hidden many treasures and riches. The guys were 
impressed with the girls and with the findings. As they are discovering this, something 
happened that put their lives in danger. A danger that drives our adventures guys to follow 
what they were meant to do in life, to become what his Grandpa taught them when they 
were kids, to become Ancient Explorers. Is then when Luis, Mark, Jennifer and Sandy 
begging their journey into the unknown; a magical and adventure journey to discover the 
Lost City of Peru, a journey that will change their lives forever. 
 
 
 


